The Cannabis Industry: Harvesting the Benefits of a Counter-Narrative Model to
Arbitration
I.

Introduction
In recent years, the cannabis industry has begun to emerge from the shadows of the black

market to provide patients and recreational users a safe and legal way to purchase cannabis. 1 The
industry has already seen resounding success with an estimated 6.7 billion dollars in sales in
2016 while it continues to grow. 2 The industry, however, is still plagued by federal illegality. 3
The consequences of this federal illegality affect all aspects of a legal cannabis business. 4 One
aspect that is affected is the ability of the cannabis industry to create and enforce legal contracts. 5
One response to the problem of contract illegality has been to pursue contractual disputes
through arbitration.6 Arbitration is a method of private dispute resolution that allows parties to
resolve their disputes outside of the traditional legal system. 7 The speed and cost-effectiveness of
arbitration, as opposed to traditional litigation, are traditionally cited as the reasons parties
choose arbitration.8 The narrative of why parties choose arbitration, however, is richer than
simply speed and cost.9 Various trade groups, religious groups, and cultural minorities select
arbitration for its ability to allow them to pursue shared values that are either underrepresented or
misunderstood by the traditional legal system. 10
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Arbitration’s ability to provide cannabis businesses a forum to hear and decide disputes
free from the threat of contract illegality is widely advocated. 11 So far due to the confidential
nature of arbitration and the general immaturity of the cannabis industry, it has been unclear if
the cannabis industry has adopted this strategy. As part of this paper, I conducted a survey to see
if the cannabis industry has adopted arbitration as a method of dispute resolution, the extent
arbitration has been adopted, who has been arbitrating these disputes, what types of disputes
have emerged, and why arbitration was chosen. 12 The overwhelming response from the survey
respondents is that although actual arbitrations are beginning to emerge most lawyers have yet to
have direct experience with an arbitration focused on cannabis businesses and their intrabusiness disputes or business-to-business contracts.13 Despite the lack of arbitrations, the survey
revealed that the industry has been quick to adopt the use of pre-dispute arbitration clauses with
over 67% of respondents including a binding pre-dispute arbitration clause in over 50% of their
contracts.14 The high prevalence of arbitration clauses is unique for an industry where a lot of
the contracts drafted are “material contracts.” 15 Lawyers tend to prefer to take the disputes that
emerge out of these contracts to litigation.16 Also in response to the problem of federal illegality,
arbitration societies have been developed and are being developed to serve the cannabis
industry.17
When asked what factors influenced their decision to include a pre-dispute arbitration
clause, respondents indicated the speed and cost of arbitration as positively influencing their
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decision.18 These reasons match the typical reasons parties choose arbitration. 19 Where the
cannabis industry differs from the traditional narrative of arbitration is that 70% of respondents
stated that fear of an illegality defense encouraged or strongly encouraged their decision to
include an arbitration clause.20 The respondents also selected other factors like the importance of
maintaining client reputation within the industry, the ability to control the choice of state law,
and the ability to pick the arbitrator as crucial factors in their decision to include a pre-dispute
arbitration clause.21 All of these factors indicate not only the importance of shared values within
the cannabis industry but also that the industry views arbitration as a method to pursue these
shared values.
Therefore, based on my survey and other research, although many of the reasons the
cannabis industry is using pre-dispute arbitration clauses are like other reasons parties pursue
arbitration, a counter-narrative model to arbitration is necessary to understand that the main
reason the cannabis industry is pursuing arbitration is for the shared interest of reducing the risks
of federal illegality. Further, by adopting a counter-narrative model, the cannabis industry can
develop systems of arbitration that can enhance the values shared within the industry while
helping to resolve some of the other unique challenges the industry faces.
II.

Legal Background of Cannabis

The primary impediment to the growth of the cannabis industry is the current illegality of
cannabis under federal law. Under federal law, cannabis is governed by the Controlled Substance
Act (“CSA”), 21 U.S.C. § 841(a), which makes it illegal to manufacture, distribute, or possess
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with intent to manufacture, distribute, or dispense cannabis. 22 Under the CSA, cannabis along
with heroin is a Schedule I drug.23 As a Schedule I drug, cannabis has been determined to have a
high potential for abuse, no accepted medical use in treatment, and a lack of accepted safety use
under medical supervision.24
In recent years, state governments have tried to work around the CSA by enacting measures
to decriminalize and legalize cannabis production, sale, and consumption within their respective
states. Currently, twenty-nine states and the District of Columbia have laws legalizing cannabis
for either medical or recreational use.25 Despite the recent state efforts, the federal government
still retains the power to regulate and enforce the CSA.26 The 10th Amendment’s AntiCommandeering Doctrine limits the federal government’s enforcement capability. 27 The 10th
Amendment prevents the federal government from forcing the states to enact specific laws or
from utilizing state officials to assist in the enforcement of federal laws. 28
Even if the federal government cannot force the states to enact anti-cannabis laws, if there is
a positive conflict between state laws legalizing cannabis and the CSA, those state laws could be
preempted by federal law.29 A positive conflict would emerge if a court found that compliance
with both the federal and the state law would be a physical impossibility or if the state law stands
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as a barrier to the fulfillment of the federal law. 30 Various scholars like Erwin Chermerinksy and
state courts have taken the position that state decriminalization and legalization efforts do not
create a positive conflict with federal law that would subject them to preemption. 31 However, a
federal court has yet to rule on whether state legalization efforts do not create a positive conflict
with the CSA and are therefore free from fear of preemption.32
The current federal enforcement policy of the CSA is built around the Cole memo and the
Rohrabacher-Farr Amendment. Issued in 2013 by Deputy Attorney General James Cole, the Cole
memorandum outlines the Justice Department’s enforcement priorities in response to state
legalization efforts.33 The memo lists eight enforcement priorities for the justice department in
deciding whether to pursue enforcement of the CSA. 34 Missing from the list of enforcement
priorities is the enforcement of the CSA against cannabis businesses operating in compliance
with state law.35 The memo makes clear that the current policy of non-enforcement has no effect
on nor prevents federal enforcement of the CSA.36 The Rohrabacher-Farr Amendment passed in
2014 serves as a limitation on the Department of Justice’s use of federally apportioned funds. 37 It
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prevents the use of funds by the DOJ to prevent the implementation of state approved medical
cannabis regimes in states that in 2014 had currently legalized medical marijuana. 38
The Cole memo and the Rohrabacher-Farr Amendment continue to show the federal
government’s willingness to allow the legal cannabis industry to continue and develop. However,
the memo is not law and is simply a list of enforcement priorities which the Justice Department
is free to revise at any time, and the Rohrabacher-Farr Amendment must be renewed in
September 2017.39 Until there is further federal action, an ever-shifting assortment of memos
and amendments determines all states, cannabis businesses, and persons associated with the
cannabis industry compliance with the CSA.
III.

Contract Illegality in the Cannabis Industry
Due to the existence of the CSA, one of the major challenges that the cannabis industry

deals with is the threat of contract illegality. 40 This threat emerges from the classic contract
defense whereby a contract can be found void when it is against public policy. 41 A contract is not
automatically void if is found to be against public policy; rather a judge uses her discretion to
conduct a balancing test of those interests for enforcement and those interests against
enforcement to determine whether or not to enforce the contract. 42 The possibility of an opposing
party raising the defense and its reliance on judicial discretion haunts every contract in the
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cannabis industry.
The most famous example of a court holding a cannabis contract illegal is Hammer v.
Today's Health Care II, CV2011-051350 (Ariz. Sup. Ct. Apr. 17, 2012). The case arose in 2012,
when Hammer, an Arizona resident, loaned Today’s Health Care, a Nevada corporation,
$250,000 to start a dispensary in Colorado. 43 After THC had defaulted on its loan agreement,
Hammer sued in Arizona to collect the outstanding debt. 44 An Arizona Superior Court found that
the contract “was in clear violation of the laws of the United States” and therefore was “void and
unenforceable.”45 The court refused to enforce the loan agreement and dismissed the case. 46
Comparable results have been reached in other courts. 47
In recent years, the existence of the Cole memo and the growing legalization movement
have begun to reverse this trend. Northbay Wellness Grp., Inc. v. Beyries, 789 F.3d 956, 958 (9th
Cir. 2015) is one of the first examples of a federal judge holding a cannabis contract enforceable.
In Northbay, Northbay, a dispensary in Oakland, entrusted Beyries, its attorney, with a $25,000
legal trust fund, created from its dispensary’s sale revenue. 48 Subsequently, Beyries absconded
with the $25,000 legal trust fund.49 Northbay sued Beyries in California Superior Court for
breach of contract and conversion of a legal trust fund and won a judgment against him. 50
Beyries then filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy in which Northbay commenced an action against
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Beyries in the Northern District of California alleging that the state-court award was nondischargeable.51 The district court found that the debt would normally be dischargeable, but the
unclean hand's doctrine precluded Northbay from recovery “because Northbay created the fund
using the proceeds from illegal marijuana sales.”52 In the subsequent appeal before the 9th circuit,
the court employed the balancing test to determine that Beyries wrongdoing outweighed
Northbay’s wrongdoing.53 The court still found that Northbay’s activity was wrongful but found
that “allowing Beyries to avoid through bankruptcy his responsibility for misappropriating his
client's money would undermine the public interest in holding attorneys to high ethical
standards.”54
Another example is Green Earth Wellness Ctr., LLC v. Atain Specialty Ins. Co., 163 F.
Supp. 3d 821, 823 (D. Colo. 2016). In Green Earth, Green Earth, a dispensary, had a
Commercial Property and General Liability Insurance Policy with Atain. 55 A fire in the local
area occurred, and the ash and debris from the fire overwhelmed Green Earth’s ventilation
system for its growing operation and caused damage to its cannabis plants. 56 Subsequently,
thieves broke in through the ventilation system and stole cannabis plants. 57 Green Earth filed
claims under its policy with Atain for both incidents, but Atain denied both the claims. 58 Green
Earth filed an action in Federal District Court for breach of contract, bad faith, and unreasonable
delay in payment.59 Atain filed a Motion for Determination of Question of Law as to whether it
was legal for it to pay for damages to the plants and whether the court could order it to pay for
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those plants.60 The court refused to decide what the current federal policy in regards to cannabis
was.61 Instead, it found that Atain, “having entered into the Policy of its own will, knowingly,
and intelligently” had to honor its obligations under it. 62
The positive judgments in Northbay and Green Earth show that judges may become
more accepting of cannabis contracts. However, both courts reached decisions with reluctance
and with limited findings. Therefore, even though there is a noticeable change in the way courts
view and enforce contracts that involve the cannabis industry at best these contracts and other
determinations continue to rely on individual judge’s opinions of the legality of cannabis.
IV.

Solutions to Contract Illegality
The threat of contract illegality has been well recognized within the cannabis industry. 63

One of the solutions that have been advocated to deal with this risk is the use of arbitration. 64
Arbitration is traditionally defined as a method of private dispute resolution that allows parties to
forgo the procedural rigor and appellate review of the courts to realize the benefits of lower
costs, greater efficiency and speed, and the ability to choose expert adjudicators. 65 Parties
routinely seek arbitration for its ability to resolve disputes quicker and cheaper than traditional
litigation.66 In recent years, the Supreme Court has given broad protection to parties’ ability to
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enter into arbitration agreements impacting the way arbitration is traditionally viewed and used. 67
One of the ways the court has done this is through the Doctrine of Severability. 68 Under the
Doctrine of Severability, an arbitration agreement effectively divides a contract into two pieces:
the arbitration agreement and the underlying contract. 69 Matters that deal with the underlying
contract such as contract illegality are decided by the arbitrator and are not subject to review by a
court.70 The doctrine has the effect that even if the underlying contract is illegal, the parties can’t
avoid arbitration.71 The court has also protected arbitration agreements by narrowing the grounds
for vacating arbitration awards to exclude the common law vacatur standards. 72
The Supreme Court decisions upholding the validity of arbitration along with the ability of
arbitration agreements to control who arbitrates a case, the scope of that arbitrator’s authority,
the location of the arbitration, and the choice of law offers parties the ability to craft private
systems of law to address issues that may be important to the parties but are not addressed by the
current dispute resolution process. Professor Helfand has argued that parties who seek arbitration
as means of developing their shared values outside of the traditional reasons of speed and cost
efficiency operate under a counter-narrative model to arbitration.73 By utilizing this counternarrative model of arbitration groups like religious organizations, cultural minorities, and trade
groups can be understood as pursuing arbitration not for its ability to resolve disputes quicker
and cheaper but for its ability to provide parties a venue to pursue and develop their shared
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values through dispute resolution.74 Recognizing the importance of these shared values as the
reason groups seek arbitration is critical to developing arbitration procedures that understand and
develop these shared values as opposed to designing systems of arbitration that merely respond
to problems traditionally associated with litigation.75
One way arbitration helps communities pursue shared value is by allowing them an
alternative to the legal system which can embody cultural biases against them which can prevent
them from obtaining a fair result. Professor Gary Spitko has argued that the example of a testator
who chooses to leave his estate to someone or something besides his legal spouse or blood
relations is one example that demonstrates how arbitration can help cultural minorities. 76
Majoritarian values that favor blood relatives can negatively influence the probate proceeding for
these abhorrent testators.77 Arbitration allows these individuals to structure adjudication so that
they can ensure these majoritarian norms do not influence adjudicators. 78 Specifically, arbitration
agreements can allow arbitrators to ignore legal rules that embody unfair prejudice and prevent
the just resolution of substantive claims. 79 Most importantly, arbitration allows these groups an
ability to limit outsiders pre-understanding of the group which can be based on assumptions and
can influence the adjudicatory process.80
Many trade groups have adopted arbitration because of the economic benefits arbitrations can
provide parties through expert arbitrators. Arbitrators with industry knowledge can offer unique
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advantages to parties in not only evaluating relevant standards within a field that govern a
dispute but also evaluating expert testimony on an issue and assessing damages. 81 Another
advantage arbitrators provide is the ability to make factual determinations with greater accuracy
and less expensively.82 Arbitrators also have the ability to design judgments that respond to
unique problems that may prevent resolution and that a normal court may lack the ability to
make.83 These abilities can make parties feel more comfortable expanding the potential
contractible elements of a contract and entering into more complete contracts which address
more possible contingencies.84 The ability to expand the realm of contractible elements helps
lowers the potential for dispute and reduces the extent of a dispute if one emerges. 85
Another economic advantage arbitration can afford trade groups is by helping members
maintain and utilize their commercial reputations for greater economic advantage. 86 Lisa
Bernstein has argued that in certain commercial industries, a variety of factors within the
industry can increase the importance of a commercial reputation like the limited size of the
industry, the subjective nature of the goods sold, or the high frequency of repeat transactions. 87
The systems of sustained multilateral cooperation that can emerge from the ability to trust other
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players within the industry offer unique economic advantages. 88 Some of these economic
advantages include the ability to reduce the costs of transactions by reducing the number of
breach of contract disputes and by the ability to enter into extralegal understandings which may
be performed across a range of market conditions.89 To truly unlock the commercial benefits of
a system of sustained multilateral cooperation arbitration must not just resolve disputes but must
empower organizations within the industry by collecting and distributing accurate information
regarding disputes which may be valuable to future transactions. 90 By publishing the information
regarding these disputes, arbitrators can work to affirmatively correct misinformation and ensure
“cheating” is seen throughout the industry as less attractive than cooperating in the future. 91
V.

Survey Results and Analysis
In order to determine the relation between the cannabis industry and arbitration, I created

an online survey of 21 questions to determine if the cannabis industry has adopted arbitration as
a method of dispute resolution, the extent arbitration has been adopted, who has been arbitrating
these disputes, what types of disputes have emerged, and why arbitration was chosen.To further
flesh out the results of the survey and to try and correct for any ambiguities in the questions, I
conducted follow-up telephone interviews with willing participants. I conducted the survey by
emailing the survey to over 253 cannabis lawyers. To compile the list of potential lawyers, I
relied on the Cannabis Bar Association’s directory of lawyers, Google searches for lawyers
marketing themselves as having expertise in cannabis law, and recommendations. Eighteen
lawyers provided responses to the online survey request, and four of those eighteen performed
follow-up phone interviews and an additional four lawyers performed phone interviews without
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providing a survey response. It is not possible to determine the response rate to the survey
because I was unable to determine if the lawyers had received the survey. Further, given the
small sample size, the results from this exploratory study cannot be generalized.
A. General Characteristics of the Participants
The following section goes over the amount of the experience the respondents to the survey
had as attorneys, working with cannabis industry clients, the number of contracts they draft each
year for the cannabis industry, and their participation and influence of cannabis related groups.
The first two questions of the survey asked how many years of experience the respondent had
as an attorney and how many years of experience they had worked with cannabis industry
clients. (See Figure 1). The responses indicate that the general legal experience of most of the
respondents is over 5-10 years. The results are flipped regarding experience with cannabis
industry clients, with most attorneys having 5-10 years of experience or less.
How many years of experience do you have as an attorney/ involved
with the cannbis industry?
More than 15 years
11-15 years
5-10 years
1-4 years
Less than 1 year
0

1

2

3

Years of Experience as an Attorney

4

5

6

7

8

9

Years of Expierence as a Cannabis Attorney

Figure 1
The respondents were asked how many business-to-business contracts they draft each year
that involve the cannabis industry. (See Figure 2). 39% of the respondents draft or review 26 or
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more business-to-business contracts a year with 22% drafting over 100 contracts a year. A
plurality of the respondents, however, draft around 11 to 25 business-to-business contracts a
year.
How many times per year do you draft or review a proposed businessto-business contract, i.e., a contract with another compnay, for
cannabis industry clients or with cannabis industry businesses?
More than 100
22%

0
0%

1 to 5
11%
6 to 10
11%

76 to 100
6%
51 to 75
6%
26 to 50
5%

11 to 25
39%

Figure 2
Respondents were also asked if they belonged to a cannabis related business or legal
organization and how influential they saw that organization in shaping policy within the cannabis
industry. All respondents belonged to at least one legal or business-related cannabis
organization.92 Over 80% of the respondents felt these associations were at least somewhat
influential or very influential in shaping their understanding of the cannabis industry and relevant
law. The remaining respondents felt neutral about the influence of the organizations in shaping
their understanding.
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B. The Spread of Arbitration within the Cannabis Industry
To determine the extent of arbitration in the cannabis industry and the influence of
arbitration as opposed to litigation, I asked respondents how many times they had been involved
in arbitration or litigation related proceedings that involved a cannabis industry client. (See
Figure 3). Most respondents have had some involvement with litigation involving cannabis
related clients, but most have yet to be involved in a cannabis related arbitration proceeding.
These results match with phone interviews with respondents that indicate that cannabis related
disputes have yet to emerge. Although as one survey response put it, many expect dispute
resolution “will be booming soon.”93
Number of litigation/ arbitration proceedings respondent was involved
in that involved a cannbis industry client
Over 25
10-25
5-10
2-5
1
0
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Litigation

50%

60%

70%

80%

Arbitration

Figure 3
Even though the industry is young, one of the ways arbitration emerges is by pre-dispute
arbitration clauses. Respondents were asked in what percentage of their business-to-business
contracts do they include arbitration clauses. (See Figure 4). Only 11% of respondents indicated
that they did not include arbitration clauses in any contract they draft. Over 67% of respondents
indicated that they include binding arbitration clauses in over 50% of the contracts that they draft
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arbitration in the cannabis industry?”
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or review. These numbers may even be low. One survey response added that he includes a
mandatory arbitration clause in every cannabis related contract he drafts. 94 In a telephone
interview, one lawyer indicated that, outside of special circumstance, he includes arbitration
clauses in every cannabis related contract he drafts.95 The high prevalence of arbitration clauses
within the cannabis industry shows that even though the industry has yet to experience a lot of
arbitration proceedings, arbitration is still considered when drafting contracts.
What percentage of your business-to-business contract, that invovle
cannabis industry parties, include a binding arbitration clause?
0%
11%
1-25%
11%

76-100%
39%

26-50%
11%

51-75%
28%

Figure 4
C. The Choice of Arbitrator and the Emergence of Cannabis Arbitration
Associations
I asked respondents in the event of arbitration, how do they select an arbitrator? (See
Figure 5). It is important to note that only 11 respondents answered this question and 2
respondents selected two organizations. Most respondents indicate that they rely on either the
American Arbitration Association (AAA) or JAMS when they select a set of rules for their
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Response was given to the survey question “What else would you like to tell us about business-to-business
arbitration in the cannabis industry?”. Respondent also marked 75-100% of contracts for response
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Telephone interview with survey respondent (Mar. 29, 2017 at 10:10 AM)
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arbitration clause or as a designated arbitrator for their arbitration clause. Three respondents
broke from the norm. One indicated that they prefer a retired jurist that is familiar with the
cannabis industry. Another respondent indicated that they have begun to rely on the Cannabis
Dispute Resolution Institute (CDRI) for their designated rules and as their designated arbitrator.
When asked in phone interviews why parties chose an arbitration society, many indicated that
they rely on the AAA and JAMs based on familiarity with past legal matters unrelated to
cannabis.
Who do you typically use to obtain an arbitrator? (If applicable please use
the "Other" box)
Retired Jurist
NORML
CDRI
JAMS
AAA
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4
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7

Figure 5
The above results match with other research on the emergence of cannabis related
arbitrations. Traditional arbitration services like the AAA and JAMS have seen an emergence of
cannabis industry clients in recent years. In 2016, the AAA’s Denver office had seen over 15
arbitrations across 10 states.96 The Director of ADR services for the AAA’s Denver office even
appeared at a cannabis arbitration related CLE event to educate attorneys on how to use the AAA
online clause builder.97 The Director mentioned that attorneys utilizing the AAA sought
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arbitrators with cannabis experience and arbitrators who were not against cannabis legalization. 98
In response to the potential to provide a method of dispute resolution for cannabis clients
a few cannabis specific arbitration associations have emerged: the Cannabis Dispute Resolution
Institute and NORML Woman’s Alliance.99 The Cannabis Dispute Resolution (CDRI) formed in
2015 and based in Denver, specifically offers its services as “the solution to conflict between
Federal Controlled Substances regulations, State law, and the Federal Arbitration Act.” 100 It sees
its services as reducing the risk and providing an outlet outside of courts that may declare a
contract void “whenever it suits them.”101 The CDRI even provides a model arbitration
clause.102 The model arbitration clause calls for an arbitrator to use the CDRI arbitration rules, to
have the dispute governed by the state laws of Colorado, and expressly limits the scope of the
arbitrator in voiding the contract based solely “on the cannabis-related nature of the contract. 103”
The success or failure of the CDRI is unclear however as indicated in the survey at least two
attorneys have relied on their rules and services.
D. Type of Disputes within the Cannabis Industry
The survey tried to determine what type of disputes were emerging in the cannabis
industry by asking respondents to choose from a list all the dispute types they had seen emerge.
(See Figure 6). For this question, only ten respondents answered. The most common type of
disputes were disputes about the performance of contract and ownership/partnership disputes.
The phone interviews confirm that the most common disputes that currently exist in the
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cannabis industry, in general, are partnership/ ownership disputes and breach of contract
disputes. Use of arbitration clauses is fairly common in goods oriented businesses where a
breach of contract and product quality issues are common.104 Where the cannabis industry differs
from other industries is the prevalence of arbitration clauses despite the number of ownership or
partnership disputes that emerge from so-called “material contracts.” 105 Arbitration clauses are
not included in these “material contracts” that involve these “bet the company” type issues. 106
The reason arbitration clauses are not included in these type of contracts is that in such high-risk
situations parties prefer the procedural safeguards and appellate review of traditional litigation. 107
The general conclusion that can be drawn from the prevalence of arbitration clauses despite a
large number of material contracts is that to some lawyers the risk of federal illegality outweighs
the risk of needing the ability to appeal an adverse decision. In a phone interview, one lawyer
confirmed that a lot of breach of contract and ownership disputes are going to arbitration to avoid
the threat of a residual bias against the cannabis industry and because of the contentious nature of
these type of disputes.108 Evidence of actual arbitration over material contracts can be seen in the
Bhang vs. Mentor Capital arbitration, where an investment firm sued a cannabis business over
the business’s failure to deliver shares of the company in which the investment firm had
provided capital.109
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For arbitration proceedings that involved the cannabis industry, what
was the general nature of the claims that arose in the arbitration?
(Check all that apply)
Breach of Fiduciary Duty
Covenants Not to Compete
Real Estate
Bankruptcy
Ownership or Partnership Disputes
Finance
Employment
Product Quality
Trademarks/Patents
Performance of Contract
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Figure 6
E. The Factors Behind the Decision to Include Arbitration Clauses
The survey included a list of factors that attorneys could mark as strongly encouraging,
somewhat encouraging, neutral, somewhat discouraging, strongly discouraging, or nonapplicable to indicate the role a factor played in their decision whether to an includes arbitrations
clause. (See Figure 7). Figure 7 includes factors where over 51% of the respondents indicated the
factor somewhat or strongly encouraged their use of arbitration clauses. The factors chosen
mirror common factors associated with including arbitration clauses in business-to-business
contracts.110 Concerns over the speed and cost of litigation like in other industries dominate
lawyers’ decision of whether to include an arbitration clause. 111
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See Living with ADR, supra note 66, at 65.
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Factors that had the greatest effect on an attorney's decision to include an arbitration clause
in bussiness-to-bussiness contract that involved the cannabis industry
Relative Cheapness of Arbitration Compared to Litigation
Speed of Arbitration Compared to Litigation
Desire to Maintain Client's Positive Reputation in the
Cannabis Industry
Ability to Pick Arbitrator
Desire to Avoid a Defense of Contract Illegality
Ability to Define Applicable State Law
0%
Strongly Encourage

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Combined Strongly Encourage and Somewhat Encourage

Figure 7
Even though speed and cost were the most popular factors, factors that indicate the use of
arbitration that fit within a counter-narrative model were also important. Seventy percent of the
respondents stated fear of federal illegality defense encouraged or strongly encouraged their
decision to include an arbitration clause. This response was the highest pick for strongly
encourage. Respondents also found the ability to define the applicable state law and ability to
pick an arbitrator as desirable. These responses indicate that arbitration is being adopted for its
ability to protect the shared values of the cannabis industry, specifically the belief that the CSA
should not serve as an impediment to the development of contractual relations made in
accordance with state law.
The ability to pick an arbitrator was also seen as useful not just for the ability to prevent
biases towards a cannabis related company but also for the expertise she may bring to a dispute.
Multiple telephone interviews mentioned that outside of federal illegality the only other thing
that truly distinguishes cannabis from other industries focused on goods is the complex system of
regulations that govern it. The complexity of the regulations governing transactions within the
22

cannabis industry leads one lawyer to comment that an average contract lawyer examining these
contracts would see them as a foreign language.112
The laws governing hemp are an example of the complexity of the laws governing the
cannabis industry.113 The intersection of the CSA, separate federal laws, state laws, and
international laws create an incongruent system of laws where a hemp plant’s legality can rest on
what stage of development the plant is in, what part of the plant you are using, what state you
reside in, what product you are making, and how you are making that product. 114 These
complexities require a knowledge of the federal law governing hemp and a knowledge of the
plant itself.115 Complexities and incongruences like these will continue to grow and multiply as
more state regulations emerge, and the federal government remains largely absent from the
substantive policy discussion.
The desire to maintain client reputation is another factor that shows why a counternarrative perspective may be helpful. 70% of the respondents stated that a desire to maintain
client’s positive reputation in the cannabis industry community. In phone interviews, multiple
respondents confirm that they feel that their clients have a reputation in the industry and
maintenance of that reputation is an important consideration. One of the reasons cited in phone
interviews for the importance is the small size of cannabis markets that are restricted to
individual states due to state laws restricting the size of the industry and outside investment. One
lawyer commented that due to its small size and the desire for repeat business, many in the
cannabis industry fear the spread of salacious information about themselves or their products. 116
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These concerns may only grow as more disputes emerge around product quality and as
competition within the industry grows.117
VI.

Conclusion
There has been widespread adoption of the use of pre-dispute arbitration clauses within

the cannabis industry. The use of these pre-dispute resolution clauses has occurred even though a
lot of the contracts currently being formulated within the cannabis industry are material
contracts. Further, although the traditional reasons a business elects to choose arbitration have
been strong factors in the adoption of these clauses, the primary reason cannabis businesses have
adopted these clauses is the ability to pursue their shared interest in reducing the risks of federal
illegality. All of this demonstrates lawyers within the industry recognize the value of arbitration
as a forum for dispute resolution that can be structured to reduce or eliminate lingering biases
against cannabis contracts. In this regard, a counter-narrative model of arbitration is necessary to
help recognize and structure arbitration for cannabis businesses to help them pursue that interest.
As the threat of federal illegality begins to dissipate lawyers may move away from
arbitration for a lot of the reasons lawyers are currently moving away from arbitration: inability
to appeal a judgment, lack of traditional legal rules, compromised outcomes. 118 There is also a
growing number of lawyers who have begun to view arbitration as increasingly costly and
inefficient.119 One phone interviewee feels that the risk that a federal illegality defense will be
raised in a state court proceeding has already diminished.120 Another phone interviewee agrees
and states that the ability to use contract provisions to define applicable state law is enough
117
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protection against a defense of contractual illegality. 121 Both attorneys see the growing expense
of arbitration and the inability to appeal judgments as reasons to pursue traditional litigation over
arbitration.122
Although some lawyers may move away from arbitration as the threat of federal illegality
diminishes, a lot of the shared values within the cannabis industry that spur the current use of
arbitration will remain. A continued focus on a counter-narrative model of arbitration may be
able to help recognize and develop these shared values. As mentioned above, arbitration societies
specifically geared towards arbitration are already beginning to emerge. These societies along
with traditional arbitration societies and cannabis industry groups can look to other counternarrative models cited in this paper to develop techniques to help the cannabis industry purse
shared values. For example, they can work to help develop and provide expert adjudicators to
navigate the incongruent systems of laws governing cannabis disputes. These societies and
groups can build on the current importance of commercial reputation within the industry and
develop methods to enhance current networks of information potentially reducing the rise of
defamation litigation within the industry. These and other techniques developed from counternarrative models can help the cannabis industry not just resolve its current problem with federal
illegality but promote and achieve other shared interests and values within the industry.
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